Sara Parrilli’s Pizza
PART 1: Dough
Store-bought
If you know of a good bakery, such as the Hawthorne Valley Farm Store, you can buy the dough and keep it
frozen until you need it. Sometimes bakeries or pizzerias will allow you to place an order, or have it available
behind the counter.
Homemade
I recommend using Peter Reinhart’s “Lean Bread,” a recipe from his book, Artisan Breads Every Day. I highly
recommend this book for this recipe alone and for instructions on the-stretch-and-fold method. You’ll have to do
a bit of reading to get the method down, but after you know it, it’s super easy. No kneading involved, just 40
minutes of setting a timer for every 10 minutes to do the stretching and folding, which builds the gluten by
continually crossing the strands across one another. Classic pizza dough is a high gluten dough.

By the end you should have a beautiful, smooth, round dough. If it’s not smooth after your first attempt, it
probably means you didn’t stretch it enough, so continue one or two more rounds with the timer. Really grab the
dough and pull it halfway over itself (makes more sense when you read the recipe/method, but these are the finer
details I’ve figured out on my own that I didn’t necessarily learn from the book).
The KEY to amazing pizza dough that doesn’t taste like ordinary bread is:
Slow. Cold. Fermentation. The longer it sits in the fridge, the more it develops its flavors. After four days it
begins to lose its rising “oomph” so I usually freeze it if I’m not using it right away.
King Arthur all-purpose flour works great. If you use traditional Italian 00 flour (not easy to find), you’ll need to
use less water because it’s a softer flour.

PART 2: Sauce
You can use any recipe you like, even store-bought in a pinch if you can doctor it up, but this is what I do. I never
measure, just throw it together each time. If you’re making more than one pizza, and like a lot of sauce, two cans

of tomatoes is best. You can use almost any kind, but keep in mind that whole plum tomatoes in puree is best.
Companies select better tomatoes for the whole ones and use the lesser tomatoes for crushed, etc… If the cans
are watery, you’ll need to cook it down more. I typically use one can of whole plum and one can of crushed/
diced (depending on what was on sale ;) Fire-roasted ones are nice too.
Sauté onion and garlic in olive oil over medium heat in a heavy-bottom pot. (Sometimes I add a carrot or two
for a bit more body.) Add tomatoes, basil, oregano, and salt, and simmer away! I use A LOT of basil and
oregano. This is key to amazing sauce. At least a tablespoon or two of each, but I often just dump it in. I buy
mine in larger quantities from Mountain Rose Herbs online (amazing spice source!). The sauce should be flecked
with basil and oregano and if you can’t really see the flecks, you’re not using enough. Optional: add dried garlic
and/or onion as well. If you use pre-made sauce, I recommend adding more of all the above spices. The sauce
can be used almost immediately if you’re rushed for time, but obviously the longer it cooks, the better.

Pizza Secret!
In in a nutshell, this is what makes “Parrilli pizza” so good:
1) Generous amounts of olive oil.
2) A HOT oven.
My father learned by watching his Italian grandmothers, and I learned from him plus my own research and
intuition.
Minimum 400 up to 450 degrees F, but you’ll have to experiment with your own oven. Bigger ovens can often
handle the higher heat whereas my tiny little electric one is best at around 425, otherwise it starts smoking. Also
if you’re baking more than one pizza at once, higher might be better and you’ll also be opening and closing the
oven door more often. You can also raise the temperature at the end to hasten up the crispiness factor.
You can use almost any pan, but cheaper cookie sheets will soon become develop permanent grime with the
high heat and olive oil. My favorite pan is a vintage heavyweight baking sheet, which makes the best crust. No
pizza stones with this method!
Every pan makes a diﬀerent pizza!

PART 3: Making the Pizza
Pour enough olive oil into the pan to easily coat all of the dough, with excess for baking. Remove the dough
from the fridge, place it in the pan and roll it around in the olive oil. Let it sit for a few minutes to start to warm up.
Not enough olive oil and it will stick a bit in the oven.
Your dough needs to RELAX. This will take 15-30 minutes, so I usually start this process before the sauce is
done cooking. Being in a warm environment will help, and if necessary the oven can expedite the process (add
just enough heat to barely warm it up and then turn it oﬀ before adding the dough—don’t forget to turn the oven
OFF!). I like thinner crust, so I usually rush the the dough stretching/relaxing process, but if you wanted fluﬀy
crust, then take a full hour to relax and stretch out the dough and let rise further—I almost never do this ;)

Every few minutes or so, pick up the dough, and allow gravity to help stretch it out. The olive oil will allow it to
slide through your fingers and you can work your way around until you start to have more of a “circle” and a
perimeter to work around. It will be small at first! You’ll be able to see when it’s being pushed to the limit and
then put it back in the pan to relax a bit more. Just be patient, it will stretch.
Eventually when it’s too big to pick up, you can pick up the edges and pull them away from the center. At first it
will keep shrinking back put eventually it will stay where you want it and you can stretch it out the point where it’s
pretty thin, but not making any holes. If you make holes, it’s not the end of the world. At the very end, the dough
will be so relaxed you can press the edges just gently up the sides the pan to make a very small “crust” and by
this point it should mostly stay in place. You’re basically making a little wall going around perimeter it will puﬀ up
more during baking.
Assemble your pizza as you like it. I like to push the amount of sauce I use, which tends to make it more soggy
on top, but I happen to like this combo of crispy underneath and slightly soggy on top. I will add the sauce even
if it’s still hot from the pot. Most recently I’ve replaced sauce with caramelized onions and slices of quickly
marinated tomatoes (in garlic and olive oil). I then add blanchåed greens such as spinach or beet greens and
slices of pre-baked sweet potato. (FYI, kale usually dries out too quickly.)
Experiment with whether you prefer the toppings under or over your cheese. I like to use a mix of mozarella and
cheddar and I’ll add other odd bits of cheese I have lying around. My dad used to always sprinkle parmesan on
top at the end.
MOST IMPORTANTLY: After you’ve assembled your pizza, sprinkle MORE basil and oregano on top! Option
garlic salt, or just salt if you like, depending on your toppings.

PART 4: Baking
Preheat oven to 400-450 degrees.
Bake pizza for 10 minutes, then remove and slide a metal spatula all the way around and underneath to help
loosen in. The pizza should be bubbling and starting to brown a little bit at this point. Use the spatula too look
underneath at the crust. If it’s not a light to medium brown, then the oven isn’t hot enough. Return to the oven
having rotated its position and if it is on its way to being done, bake for around 5 more minutes. Here’s where
you have to know your own oven in relationship to making perfect pizza. When it’s perfectly done, it should be
bubbling, and more like a dark rust-colored brown, but not quite turning the corner to burning. If it’s just starting
to brown, you don’t want to take it out too soon because it can actually still be too doughy. You’re waiting for
that perfect moment of peak browning, pushing it to the edge just before it starts to burn.
Have fun and good luck!

